Debris removal continues in St. Paul

Sewer cleaning activities continue near the trail in Bruce Vento Park in St. Paul. Crews have been removing debris from 3,000 feet of pipe in the area northwest of the intersection of 4th Street E and Commercial Street since the beginning of the year. All cleaning activities are expected to continue through the fall.

How much debris has been removed?

923 TONS → That’s equal to the weight of approx. 12 space shuttles

Contact us

Contact us with questions or concerns at any time during the project.

Email: info@deeptunnelcleaningproject.com
Hotline: 612-352-9774
Web: metrocouncil.org/sewerconstruction/tunnelcleaning

SIGN UP FOR PROJECT UPDATES

Have updates delivered directly to your email or phone! Visit us online and enter your information:

metrocouncil.org/sewerconstruction/tunnelcleaning

When we update the website, you’ll be the first to know.